


Thankyou for your consideration.    

Barbara Hahn

9 Loyola Place

St. Albert, AB

T8N 4M1



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: FW: River bank landing
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 4:14:15 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

I am forwarding this email of support for Riverbank Landing we received from Brent McDonald.

-----Original Message-----
From: Brent McDonald 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:37 PM
To: Dave Haut 
Subject: River bank landing

I am in favour of the proposed changes and would like to see a walking path from orchard court into this area as this
would make easy access for the residents of Oakmont to enjoy the shops and river valley

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Hearings
Cc:
Subject: RIVERBANK LANDING
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 12:16:02 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Mayor Heron and Councill
I am a resident of Botanica and am 100% in favour of the Riverbank Landing Development .  This is called progress
. StAlbert by virtue of size alone can no longer rest on the adage of being a sleepy little bedroom community,. A
community that offers limited entertainment for single GenX . iI say this being age 65 and having  4 children born
and raised here in  St Albert that are all now in their 30’s.  They choose  to spend those dollars in Edmonton. This
reminds of the battle to get more ice rinks in StAlbertt. the battle went on for years . I spent thousands of dollars
buying gas , groceries, sundries etc in places like Westlock , Stony Plain ,Leduc , you name iit I can still guide you
to any arena in a the surrounding areas , for groceries,  car wash, good places to eat, medi centers  etc. Be wise . Lets
keep our money in St Albert and support local.

The people that would consider this an eyesore i would suggest have not taken a good hard look at the unkempt and
naked parcel of land in dispute.  I also take exception to the Mayor suggesting that its only the rich who would
benefit from a river valley view . Where on this piece of property can you access the River view at this point ? Its a
fenced overgrown private property. This project would make it available to all socio-economic levels . Which i’d
like to remind the Mayor  we have a diverse population in the city. Pandering to any one group is a mistake. Yes
there are a good number of people in StAlbert that have money please don’t insult them all by these negative biased
opinions. Oakmont is one of the richer communities and don’t want to share the river valley views.

 Putting commercial units in there for medical use would be a huge plus to attract mew Doctors , of which we seem
to have a shortage of in StAlbert. Have you tried to find a new Doctor yourself lately? Its not an easy task. Any new
doctors are bombarded with requests almost immediately on setting up their practise so that in short order they can
not accept any new patients. The doctors that are here have excessive patient loads so that you must wait sometimes
2 weeks to get an appointment . By then its usually a mute point . They either go to a medi clinic where a doctor
does not have your complete file history ,or to the hospital which is not where you want to go for relatively minor
issues . Thats why its called EMERGENCY.

 This project encompasses many  positive aspects for ALL St Albert residents

 In our opinion it would be mistake to stand in the way of this project.

Sincerely
Peggy O’Neil-Perkins
Rod B. Perkins



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: The perfect community
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 4:58:27 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

 I support this new development because they are making the best out of what it is that they have here, they’re not
using a ton of farmland like other developments in around Saint Albert and they are doing exactly what we should
all be doing, we should be going up and not out using and wasting precious farmland.         Once these high-rises are
built we plan on moving into the new and vibrant community. This new community is the perfect fit for Saint
Albert. And I wish them all the best .




